Dartmoor Walk Friday 6th & Saturday 7th May 2016
A walk on Wigford Down, Friday afternoon.
Those of us who had been able to set off for Dartmoor early on the Friday met for lunch at the
Royal Oak pub at Meavy, an establishment frequented by Clifton Antiquarian Club in the past, an
event certain to be repeated again in the future given the great food, ﬁne beer and dogfriendly
welcome we received.
Having consumed a hearty lunch (in some cases possibly a little too hearty) we regrouped at the
Cadover Bridge upper car park and set off across Wigmore Down. Close to the car park we found
the Cadover Cross, one of a series of stone crosses marking, in this case, a route used by the
monks of Plympton Priory on their way to Tavistock Abbey.

The cist on Wigford Down, with displaced capstone on the right

Heading on up the slope we encountered a boundary reave mentioned by Win Scutt in his lecture
at the Lansdown pub some days before. This reave crosses the downland and heads northeast
across Ringmoor down as far as Eylesbarrow, some 7km distant. As we headed on towards the
southwest promontory of the down we found a cairn and cist with its displaced capstone. Later
Bronze Age enclosure walls had used it as an intersection point without much respect, it seemed,
as a good half of the cairn had been incorporated in to the walls.
At the southwest tip of the down, where the the Dewerstone Rock drops vertiguously to the
conﬂuence of the Plym and Meavy rivers, we found crossing the neck of land one of only two sites
on the moor that are possibly Neolithic enclosures, marked by a double row of stone banks. Much
discussion ensued! Having crested the summit and looked over the edge we picked up the feature
again to the west, following it back around to the north.

The double stone bank of the possible Neolithic enclosure

We then pushed on to explore the extensive bronze age ﬁeld system that stretches across Wigford
Down, resting at a particularly ﬁne house circle (in his lecture Win had suggested that the word hut
rather understated the nature of the accommodation to be found in these structures). Pressing on
we crested the ridge to ﬁnd a series of cairns, separate from the ﬁeld system, leading us back
down to the car park.

The team on Wigford Down

Ellie kindly fortiﬁed us all with cups of tea provided from her Tardislike camper van before we
found our way back to the hotel at Wotter, there to be joined by John Swann and family. John now
takes over reporting duties!
Pete Fenn

We pulled into the Moorland Hotel with a minute to spare before dinner, which turned out to be just
enough time for greetings and quick pint of Jail Ale before being ushered to our table occupying the
centre of a curiously circular dining room.
The food was delicious, especially the steaks, our meal polished off with some birthday cake - this
was George Swann’s ﬁnal day in single ﬁgures. He had the awesome treat of spending his 10th
birthday hiking on Dartmoor. What a lucky chap. But it wasn’t just George’s birthday, give or take a
week or two, it was also William Shakespeare’s 400th birthday, a fact not overlooked by Pete’s
itinerary.

A sumptuous dinner
After dinner some retired to their rooms and some repaired to the lounge for a drink and convivial
conversation.
Saturday dawned a little damp and grey, but not so much to distract from the amazing views from
the hotel over the moors. The Swann family were up early and the ﬁrst down to breakfast in order
that Master George could open his cards and presents before delicious Full English’s emerged
from the kitchen.
Gathering in the car park we set off in convoy to Yelverton to stock up on provisions and then on to
Norsworthy Bridge and the start of our perambulation. Pete introduced the landscape, and his copilot, William Crossing, or rather his famous Guide to Dartmoor published in 1912. We learnt some
useful facts such as how Dartmoor people call streams lakes. We headed up the path as some
light rain dampened our sweatshirts but not our spirits. We were following the route that 13th
century monks would take between Buckland Abbey and Buckfast, a point that would be
continuously reinforced by the stone crosses that we were to encounter along the way.

Our ﬁrst stop was a drop off the path into the valley to visit Kingsett Farm, or the ruins thereof, one
of a number of derelict
medieval farms we would
pass. Many were
documented in the 13th
century and abandoned in
the early 19th century. Our
younger members
demonstrated a curious mix
of interest and exploration
as they switched between
their own imaginative
adventure games to our
real life historical excursion.
We traversed the slope and
headed up to another long
abandoned farm, this time,
the wonderfully named
Roundy Farm, giving away
its Bronze Age origins. A
circular boundary contains a number of round houses that we soon identiﬁed on the ground. With
the sun starting to peep through the clouds, this we thought this to be a good opportunity for a
team photograph.

The Team at Roundy Farm

We continued our zig zag route and headed back down to the valley to Crazy Well Farm, a smaller
site suggesting the remains of a longhouse. Back up the hill again we found Crazy Pool, a tinner’s
pit bearing mysterious qualities. It is said that if you visit in the hours of darkness you may hear it
whispering names, and if it happens to be yours, your chips are up. It is also said to raise and fall
with the tides. Maybe, if Dartmoor people call babbling brooks lakes, then a lake may well be an
ocean. There were no whisperings to cause us concern, by now the sun was well and truly out and
it was warm enough for Maddy to dip her toe in the water, but just a toe. Just along the track we
found Crazy Well Cross, restored and standing proudly upon the open moor.

Hannah relaxing at Crazy Well Pool

It was around here that we picked up the path of the Devonport Leat, built between 1793 and 1801
to supply water to the docks at Devonport. Plymouth already had a leat to supply its own water,
constructed by Sir Francis Drake between 1889 and 1591, but in true pirate fashion, they were not
prepared to share!
Following the leat George and Hannah tempted fate and dry feet by hopping from one side to
another - as did a Dartmoor pony.

There’s always one, or two

We had by now reached the head of head valley and it was time to discuss Shakespeare.
“The time approaches
That will with due decision make us know
What we shall say we have and what we owe.
Thoughts speculative their unsure hopes relate,
But certain issue strokes must arbitrate:”
(Macbeth Act V Scene IV)
Many scholars interpret this as the lead up, the prelude speech to Siward’s battle against Macbeth,
however, we know better. This was in fact, the lead up to lunch.
Much to Hannah’s relief, we decided a picnic under the newly discovered “George’s Cross” would
be an opportune moment for refreshment. It was idyllic, in contrast to Shakespeare’s dark prose
we reclined in the sunshine, munching on cucumber and pork pies and reﬂecting on the journey
those 13th century monks would have taken, doubtless often in damp, foggy and cold conditions.
The crosses marking the way would be most reassuring in a practical and probably divine way.

Revitalised it was a but a short stroll to the aforementioned Siward’s Cross, that same victor over
Macbeth in a ﬁeld at Dunsinane. Siward was Earl of Northumberland and thought to have held the
manor of Mary Tavy and Willsworthy, his name is carved on this cross, possibly dating to 1204.

I

It was here that we turned and headed back on the south side of the valley, away from the
medieval crosses and into the world of the Bronze Age. A ﬁnal glimpse of Devonport Leat,
suggested it was ﬂowing uphill. Devine intervention?, an illusion?, an overdose of Monster Munch?
Before long we were heading into the Bronze Age world; a cairn and nearby enclosure, followed
by, at last, a stone row and a rather spectacular one at that. Hingston Hill Stone Row and Circle:
George thought all his birthdays had come at once (at least that is how we interpreted “we are not
walking all the way up that stone circle are we?”). To keep us in the Shakespeare mood:
“Aghast we stared upon the slope
Stones ancient from the ground didst grow
Glimmering in sunlight with mysterious lichen sheen
Wary travellers to’wardst a circle proceed” *

Late Neolithic enclosure on Hingston Hill

Crossing plays this amazing landscape down somewhat referring to it simply as “an interesting
group of pre-historic remains” The cairn and enclosure were impressive in themselves, but the row,
undulating with the landscape and heading up the hill was fantastic. Laurie and I wondered why,
on all our trips to Dartmoor we have never encountered this site. To the north what looked like a
series of barrows may have been tin workings. The Ordnance Survey does however mark barrows
here, it will be interesting to have a closer look.

….Now, that’s what we call a stone row and circle

The stone row is fascinating, with distinctly larger stones set periodically within the row and all
the stones increasing in height as you rise up the gradient towards the circle.

A little further on we found came yet another highlight of the walk, particularly for those of us
who attended the Lansdowne Lecture two days beforehand - a reeve, and a particularly good
example of many of these Bronze Age field boundaries that can been seen on the Moors. Even
better, this was a contour reeve - fantastic!

Hannah atop a contour reeve winding its way across Hingston Hill

From the stone circle we headed up to Down Tor to test the wind direction, which was from the
east, had been following us imperceptibly throughout our journey from Siward’s Cross. It
certainly wasn’t imperceptible from the top of the tor as the children and Maddie were in
considerable risk of taking flight!
We headed back down into the valley and past further derelict medieval farm buildings and onto
the track that would lead us to the cars. We emerged back at Norsworthy Bridge and in the
shimmering sunshine were welcomed with the sight of Willy’s Ice Cream van (finest Devon ice
cream no less) and after a wonderful 8 mile walk, enjoyed a very well deserved 99.

So ended our journey in the footsteps of a rather motley crew; Crossing of course, 12th century
monks their identities lost in the mists of the Moors and time, Sir Francis Drake, Siward, Earl of
Northumberland and of course, William Shakespeare
Hearty gratitude from all of us to Pete, indeed we should go as far to say that we
“….can no other answer make, but thanks,
And thanks, and ever thanks” **
for organising such a wonderful weekend.

*Only joking, this isn’t from Shakespeare at all, we made it up.
** but this one is – Twelfth Night, Act 3 Scene 3.

